
 
 

 
 
Job Description  
The NEKO Academy – Project Evaluator  
 
Responsible to 
Chief Executive & Creative Director – NEKO Trust  
 
Purpose of Job  
You will provide evaluative support to our flagship talent development project, The 
NEKO Academy. We recognise that good evaluation does not automatically mean 
advocacy or donor success but we believe it can help with future sustainability by 
showing evidence of benefit. You will develop the evaluation framework as necessary 
ascertaining the extent to which the Academy’s activity has achieved its objectives 
through an Evaluation Report prepared by you upon conclusion of the project. 
 
About NEKO Trust  
NEKO Trust identifies, supports, and trains the next generation of music industry talent 
both on and off stage. It runs a historic creative site in Wandsworth where a community 
of 50 artists work out of writing rooms, studios, and production suites. We focus on 
early-career artists but are also home to more established creatives. Our affordable 
rents are subsidised by rehearsal studio income on the same site. NEKO Trust has a 
history of supporting and developing some of the industry’s top production talent having 
already run a highly regarded Touring Production Course. We are linked to some of the 
UK’s most exciting music artists including Nothing But Thieves, Glass Animals, Bastille, 
Frank Carter & the Rattlesnakes, James Morrison, Never Not Nothing, King Nun, Ed 
Sheeran, Adele, Biffy Clyro and MUSE.  
 
About The NEKO Academy  
The COVID-19 pandemic represents the biggest threat to the UK’s cultural 
infrastructure, institutions, and workforce in a generation. And while the current focus is 
on offering much needed financial aid it is important that the live events industry 
emerges better and more resilient than ever before. For NEKO Trust this means 
improving diversity and inclusion across the industry given is it still hard to access for the 
majority of people, with entrants still needing to ‘know someone’, or have the financial 
resources to support entry-level jobs. In response, NEKO Trust will launch a pilot 
programme called The NEKO Academy taught by sector-leading partners.  
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The NEKO Academy will aim to accelerate the employment opportunities of a diverse 
group of emerging onstage and offstage talent through affordable training, practical 
workshops, creative collaboration, expert masterclasses and workspace.    
  
In doing so NEKO Trust and their partners will tackle the lack of opportunities open to 
people impacted by socio-economic challenges, address the skills exodus of talent due 
to COVID-19 (and the general shortage of talent pre-COVID-19) with those looking to 
get a foothold in the live events industry who might otherwise not be able to. 
 
 
Areas of Responsibility 
 

− Determine the evaluation aims, priorities and methods 

− Identify suitable outcome measures both quantitative and qualitative  

− Assess the sustainability of the project activities  

− Determine whether the project has been successful in achieving its objectives  

− Proposition of changes to project for development of future actions. 
 
Person Specification  
 
The role is suitable for an experienced evaluator used to working on creative learning 
projects in their infancy who through their involvement can help them mature. You will 
be a highly organised individual with a passion for social change. You will be at ease 
working on pilot projects and have excellent attention to detail and good written and 
spoken English. You will be an articulate individual used to using your initiative but also 
enjoy being a team player and enjoy going the extra mile.  
 
Essential 
  

− Degree in a related evaluation field or equivalent professional experience  

− Up to date knowledge about best practices in evaluation 

− Understanding of data collection and its need for confidentiality  

− Ability to deduce reasons for evaluative results and future possibilities  

− Experience in conducting focus groups and evaluation interviews  

− Excellent social and interpersonal skills 

− Ability to create and facilitate online sessions 

− Ability to produce quality work in a short timeframe 
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Desirable  
 

− Experience working of the live events industry  
 
Outline Terms & Conditions  
 
Start Date June 2021  
End Date August 2021  
Part-time 6 weeks total spread over June – August 2021 
Place of Work Remote working initially then NEKO Trust offices in Wandsworth, 

COVID-19 restrictions permittinting  
Salary £30K-£33K pro rata based on experience 
Report to: Chief Executive & Creative Director – NEKO Trust  
Supported by: Onsite operations team  
Hours of Work: 9am - 5pm /10am - 6pm (working days will vary and may include 

some evenings and weekends/evenings) 
 
The application process will then be via a CV and a short covering letter (one side of A4) 
emailed to: info@nekotrust.org explaining how you meet the person specification with: 
EVALUATOR APPLICATION as the subject line. Closing date for applications is 
midnight on Friday 12 March 2021. Interviews will take place late March 2021 via video.  
 
NEKO Trust is an equal opportunities employer and therefore is committed to promoting 
equality of opportunity and diversity and to tackle any forms of discrimination within our 
working environment, whether on grounds of race, gender, sexual orientation, gender 
re-assignment, disability, age, class, religion or belief. These principles underpin our 
professional behaviour and are embedded in our policies, procedures, day-to-day 
practices and external relationships. We therefore welcome and encourage job 
applications from people of all backgrounds.  

We are committed to protecting the privacy and security of your personal information. If 
you would like to see a copy of our privacy notice please write to The Chief Executive & 
Creative Director , NEKO Trust, 5 Church Row, Wandsworth Plain, SW18 1ES.  

NEKO Trust is committed to safeguarding the welfare of participants and partners. 
Applicants will be asked about any previous convictions, cautions, reprimands, including 
those that are considered ‘spent’ as defined by the Rehabilitation Offenders Act 1974 
(Exceptions) Order 1975 (Amended 2013)  
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